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New Titles for Children and Young People
Abells, Chana Byers. The Children We Remember. Greenwillow, 1986. Library ed. ISBN
0-688-06372-1; Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-06371-3. 45p. illus. with photographs. Library ed.
$10.88; Trade ed. $9.95.
A heartrending photodocumentary of Jewish children's typical existence before and
R after the Nazis came to power shows school, synagogue, and playtime pictures in con-
3-7 trast to scenes of poverty, starvation, and persecution. This is a book of few words,
assuming some background knowledge of World War II and the Holocaust. And in this
case, less is more, for the carefully selected photos dominate the unobtrusive statements
describing scenes of children helping each other, children dying, children surviving. In
acknowledging, along with the book jacket, that this is "a story that must be told to all
of today's children," one also hopes there is an adult nearby to help share the shock of
scenes like the one in which a soldier is shooting a mother and her baby. BH
C.U. History-World War II, 1939-1945
D.V. Courage
Anderson, Rachel. The War Orphan. Oxford/Merrimack, 1986. ISBN 0-19-271496-1. 255p.
$13.95.
This is, in a roundabout way, a holocaust story about a boy whose entire family is
R "wasted" one way or another by the war in Vietnam. Indeed, by the end of the book, it
6-9 is clear that his whole village is eradicated and perhaps his culture permanently defiled.
Ha is a war orphan adopted by an affluent British family with one son, Simon, of
exactly the same age. Simon begins to dream Ha's experiences until they become truly
brothers, beyond the everyday reality of Ha's protective regression into infantile
behavior. The book is slow to begin and in some spots slow to progress, the fantasy
awkwardly blended with a contemporary moralized scenario. Yet the war scenes them-
selves are gripping, the story a strong one, and the relationship between the boys-one
insecure and the other traumatized-cunningly contrived. BH
C.U. History-Modern
D.V. Family relations; Foster parents, adjustment to
Bauer, Marion Dane. On My Honor. Houghton/Clarion, 1986. ISBN 0-89919-462-1. $11.95.
Reviewed from galleys.
In this brief story, Bauer sensitively explores the guilt, both real and self-made, of a
R boy whose best friends drowns while the two are swimming in a treacherous river. Both
5-8 twelve, Tony and Joel are bicycling to Starved Rock Park, a trip Joel, knowing dare-
* devil Tony plans to climb the dangerous bluffs, hoped his father would forbid. When
Tony changes his mind on the way, deciding instead to swim, Joel figures that danger-
ous as the river is, it is safer than the bluffs, and he challenges Tony to a race that results
in his friend's drowning. Whose fault is it? Joel's, for daring Tony to swim in a river he
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knew was unsafe? Tony's, for not admitting he didn't know how to swim? Or his father's,
as Joel tries to convince himself, "You never should have let me go!" "We all made
choices today, Joel. You, me, Tony. Tony's the only one who doesn't have to live with his
choice." Bauer handles both the swift plot and moral dilemmas with a spare, dramatic
style, and refuses Joel and readers easy answers. The reconciliation between father and
son is poignant, as Joel realizes his father can only offer him love, and the most tentative
kind of comfort. "If there is a heaven, I'm sure Tony's gone there. I can't imagine a
heaven that could be closed to charming, reckless boys." RS
D.V. Death, adjustment to
Beatty, Patricia. Behave Yourself, Bethany Brant. Morrow, 1986. ISBN 0-688-05923-6. $11.75.
Reviewed from galleys.
In a story set in rural Texas in the 19th century, eleven-year-old Bethany and her
Ad younger brother Abel are sent to live with relatives after their mother's death. Father
5-7 is a circuit preacher, and Bethany, the narrator, is very conscious of the image she
should achieve as a preacher's daughter. Bethany, who's very much like other Beatty
heroines (doughty, bright, courageous, lovable) has some conflict with her jealous
cousin, some worries about whether or not there will ever be enough money to build
Pa's church, some enjoyment of local festivities. Not outstanding, but lively, amicable,
occasionally amusing, and convincing in period details. ZS
D.V. Cousins; Jealousy, overcoming
Buckley, Virginia. State Birds; illus. by Arthur and Alan Singer. Lodestar, 1986. ISBN
0-525-67177-3. 63p. $14.95.
Full-page paintings in blazing colors against a stark white background portray all of
Ad the state birds in their native settings. The text is confined to a half-page description of
4-6 the species, its habitat, and the legal process of its adoption. Information about the
birds' characteristics, feeding habits, etc. is uneven, ranging from brief to nonexistent,
and there are some odd statements (for example, "the yellow-shafted flicker.. .lives
among trees"; or, "... the true origin of the proverbial blue hen remains a mystery.
Indeed, the original bird no longer exists"). A few terms appear undefined (the word
"icterid," for instance), but otherwise the text is a straightforward accompaniment to
the showcase illustrations, which should refresh students doing mundane assignments
on official state emblems, flowers, birds, etc. BH
Burch, Robert. King Kong and Other Poets. Viking, 1986. ISBN 0-670-80927-6. $11.95.
Reviewed from galleys.
Mousy-looking newcomer Marilyn seems a misfit in Andy's sixth-grade class until she
Ad wins a newspaper contest for one of her poems and is elected "poet laureate" by her
5-7 schoolmates. Still, she remains a puzzle to most of them. Living in a ritzy resort, she
seems to get everything she wants, yet often appears sad and resistant to overtures of
friendship. What Andy finds out when he gets past her whimsically humorous verses is a
lonely person whose mother has died and whose father has had a nervous breakdown.
Although the characters and group dynamics are realistic, there's no action in the book
outside of Marilyn's emerging happiness as her father improves. Ultimately, this is a
vignette-the passage of two children through a brief friendship-that will hold readers
with a tug of sympathy for the protagonist. BH
D.V. Friendship values
Byars, Betsy. The Blossoms Meet the Vulture Lady; illus. by Jacqueline Rogers. Delacorte, 1986.
ISBN 0-385-29485-9. $13.95. Reviewed from galleys.
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Not quite as fresh a blend as its companion volume, The Not-Just-Anybody Family,
R this nevertheless offers an entertaining, often funny continuation of the Blossom
5-7 family's wacky adventures. Here, Junior gets caught in his own coyote trap, is
rescued by Mad Mary, a childhood friend of Pap's, and spends a blissful day (after
his first fright at her appearance) watching vultures and eating varmint stew in her
cozy cave out in the woods. Everybody else, meanwhile, is frantically searching for
him, with the exception of faithful dog Mud, caught in the same coyote trap because
he cannot override the temptation of raw hamburger. Mud, in fact, emerges as one
of the most engagingly characterized personalities of the book; Mad Mary is con-
vincing but sketchy, and the other members of the Blossom family depend somewhat
on a reading of the previous book for full-blown realization. The vivid, non-stop
action, however, carries the book. BH
D.V. Individuality, expressing
Catling, Patrick Skene. John Midas in the Dreamtime; illus. by Jean Jenkins Loewer. Mor-
row, 1986. ISBN 0-688-06107-9. $11.75. Reviewed from galleys.
Although it is not easy to develop convincing fantasy in a novel for very young
NR readers, it can be done, witness Korschunow's Adam Draws Himself a Dragon,
3-5 reviewed in the September issue. Here, the story of John Midas' visit to Dreamtime
takes too long to get underway with details before and during his family's trip to
Australia, and isn't very convincing once he gets there. John stumbles through a
cave, sacred to the local aborigines, and comes out the other side in prehistoric times.
In that time warp, he teaches kangaroos how to jump and tribesmen how to hunt,
make fire, and use boomerangs before he kills a giant serpent by tying its forked
tongue. Between the incredibility, condescension, and stock characterization, there's
not much left but action, which starts relatively late in the book. BH
Chorao, Kay, comp. The Baby's Good Morning Book; comp. and illus. by Kay Chorao.
Dutton, 1986. ISBN 0-525-44257-X. 64p. $11.95.
This is a jovial collection of 26 rhymes set beside or surrounded by sunny pictures
R with a mostly rural bent (though a few-"Sunrise" by Frank Asch, for instance-
1-4 are city set). In addition to a liberal sprinkling of nursery rhymes such as "Ten
yrs. O'Clock Scholar," there's a representation of popular poets, including Robert Louis
Stevenson ("Time to Rise"), Eleanor Farjeon ("Getting Out of Bed"), Christina
Rosetti ("The Pancake"), and others. The colors are gay, the scenes full of life; this
will be popular with parents who have enjoyed The Baby's Bedtime Book and The
Baby's Story Book by the same artist. BH
C.U. Reading aloud
Christelow, Eileen. The Robbery at the Diamond Dog Diner; written and illus. by Eileen
Christelow. Houghton/Clarion, 1986. ISBN 0-89919-425-7. 31p. $12.95.
Glenda Feathers is the kind of chicken who, the more helpful she tries to be, the
R deeper she gets herself and her friends into the muck. She warns Lola and Harry,
3-6 proprietors of the Diamond Dog Diner, that diamond robbers are in town, and that
yrs. Lola should hide her gems in blown-out eggshells. But the robbers find the eggs
(courtesy of Glenda's big beak), and guess who they think laid them? "'One cluck
from you and it's all over,' said Slim." Glenda eventually triumphs, sort of, in this
hard-boiled send-up, which is illustrated with bright and lively cartoon-style pictures.
RS
D.V. Ingenuity
[23 1
De Beaumont, Mme. Le Prince. Beauty and the Beast; retold from the French by Anne Carter;
illus. by Binette Schroeder. Potter/Crown, 1986. ISBN 0-517-56173-5. 40p. $12.95.
A close adaptation of Beaumont's most famous fairy tale, published in 1756, is illus-
Ad trated with full-page paintings and miniature insets. The mannered style resembles
6-8 stage setting backdrops, with characters posed in operatic costume and postures. Greens
yrs. and purples dominate many of the surrealistic scenes, with the Beast wolf-like and
Beauty doll-like. The face of the Beast appears subtly in unexpected places throughout
the compositions, which are carefully, sometimes coldly, arranged. The longer text will
require older picture-book audience attention spans than the editions illustrated by
Mercer Mayer or Warwick Hutton (Diane Goode's is about the same length and
Michael Mague's longer). BH
D.V. Perceptual acuteness
De Gerez, Toni, ad. Louhi, Witch of North Farm, ad. from Finland's epic poem, the Kalevala;
illus. by Barbara Cooney. Viking, 1986. ISBN 0-670-80556-4. 28p. $12.95.
In a tale adapted from Finland's epic, the Kalevala, the wicked witch Louhi steals the
R sun and moon from the branches where they are listening to Vainamoinen play his
5-7 magical music. When the earth is plunged into darkness, Vainamoinen goes to his
yrs. friend, the blacksmith Seppo, who eventually frightens Louhi (spying on him in the
* shape of a bird) with the chains he is forging "to wrap around the skinny gray neck of a
certain Witch!" Louhi's release of the sun and moon in the concluding double-page
spreads is typical of Cooney's smoothly blended art work throughout the book. The
landscapes are spacious, with rounded shapes contrasted against flat horizons. Gray-
blue tones dominate the outdoor snow scenes; warm browns, the wooden interiors. The
mythic-sized struggle at the core of the story gets dignified treatment here in both text
and graphics, but there is also an immediate, familiar quality about the epic figures. BH
C.U. Reading aloud
Esbensen, Barbara Juster. Words with Wrinkled Knees: Animal Poems; illus. by John Stadler.
Crowell, 1986. Library ed. ISBN 0-690-04505-0; Trade ed. ISBN 0-690-04504-2. 44p.
Library ed. $11.89; Trade ed. $11.95.
A witty collection of 21 poems wordplays on the sound of each subject's name, as in
R the title lines about "ELEPHANT/ He must have invented it/ himself. This is a lum-
2-5 bering/ gray word the ears of it/ are huge and flap like loose/ wings a word with/
wrinkled knees and toes/ like boxing gloves." Many of the verses manage to be as
meaningful a comment on language as on creatures. "If/ there is anything/ dead/ in
these lines/ CROW/ will pick its bones/ clean." On a sense level, these poems will
appeal to children the way narrative poetry does; on a sensory level, the sound, imagery,
and tonal variation hold appeal: "Splat! The word lands wet/ and squat/ upon the page
FROG." The black-and-white drawings are sometimes as inventive as the poems, as in
the snake slithering through the "s" keys of the typewriter, the shadowy wolf, or the
black silhouetted crow; but they sometimes seem flat or awkward, as in the elephant's
charge or the human figure in the giraffe picture. Overall, though, this is a verbal treat
with visual highlights. BH
C.U. Language arts
Fisher, Leonard Everett. Symbol Art; written and illus. by Leonard Everett Fisher. Four Winds,
1986. ISBN 0-02-735270-6. 59p. $12.95.
After a brief introduction to the use of symbols in the past and present, Fisher organ-
Ad izes the book into 13 four-page sections by subject, from astrology to weather. Each
5-8 section opens with a one-page precis of the symbols used for that subject; facing this
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page of text is a full-page illustration relating to the subject. There follows a double-
page spread of large, captioned symbols important in that area or field-the signs of the
zodiac, for instance, or various business logos, proofreader's marks (printing), musical
notations, etc. The book's cream-and-brown color scheme is handsome, and once the
rhythm is established for a browsing reader, the organization becomes clear. However,
the level of information is superficial, and the format varied enough to seem almost
fragmented. This is more successful artistically than it is informationally. BH
C.U. Art-study and teaching
Fischer-Nagel, Heiderose. Inside the Burrow: The Life of the Golden Hamster; written and illus.
with photographs by Heiderose and Andreas Fischer-Nagel. Carolrhoda, 1986. ISBN
0-87614-286-2. 43p. $12.95.
Like the Fischer-Nagel team's other books on animals, this examination of the
R Golden Hamster combines brilliantly clear color photography with an impersonal,
2-4 informational text. The closeups are particularly intriguing because so many of the
hamster's activities are out of sight in its burrow, exposed here for views of sleeping,
storage, and "bathroom" areas, all connected by tunnels. The birth sequence is absorb-
ing in pictorial clarity, as are the scenes following the growth and development of the
offspring. Other facts include background on general behavior patterns of the species
and tips on pet care. BH
C.U. Science
D.V. Pets, care of
Frank, Rudolf. No Hero for the Kaiser; tr. from the German by Patricia Crampton; illus. by
Klaus Steffens. Lothrop, 1986. ISBN 0-688-06093-5. 222p. $13.00.
Effective as both historical fiction and a historical document, this German anti-war
R novel, published in 1931 by a World War I veteran, was publicly burned by Nazi offi-
7-10 cials in 1933 for its indictment of militarism. The story centers on a young Polish boy,
Jan, whose mother is dead and whose father has been conscripted to fight the Germans.
Jan's remaining family member is killed at the outset, and he is adopted by an invading
German artillery unit. Jan grows to love the men and saves them several times with his
knowledge of the countryside and uncanny instinct for spotting danger. The bitter
devastation on the Eastern front is superseded only by the trench warfare on the West
after the gunners are forced to retreat from Russian territory to fight in France. Jan's
experiences disillusion him as to the chauvinistic platitudes fostered by any government,
and he runs away the day the Kaiser is to award him citizenship and military honors.
The action here is solid, the style often witty despite the depressing situation, and the
characterization of the men down-to-earth and distinctive (one of them describes Jan's
beloved dog as "a cross between a mudpie and a bedside rug."). These elements more
than support the occasional thematic intrusions of humanitarian philosophy. BH
C.U. History-Modern
D.V. Patriotism; World peace
Garner, Alan. A Bag of Moonshine; illus. by Patrick James Lynch. Delacorte, 1986. ISBN
0-385-29517-0. $16.95. Reviewed from galleys.
Twenty-two stories from England and Wales offer entertaining variants of some well-
R known tales. "The Three Gowks" follows the same pattern as "The Three Sillies";
4-6 "Harry-Cap and the Three Brothers," of "The Lad Who Went to the North Wind";
"Billy Bowker's Mowing Match," of "How Bobtail Beat the Devil." There's a change-
ling tale, "Hom Bridson," and "Belenay of the Lake," a version of the legend Susan
Cooper adapted in The Silver Cow. The mood varies from humorous to eerie, but
almost all the tales are terse, powerful, and rhythmically told; the dialect is strong but
[25
generally accessible. Storytellers will recognize "Mr. Vinegar" but discover some new
treasures, such as "The Grey Goat," full of chanting suspense. The illustrations in
color and black-and-white have a nineteenth-century air sometimes reminiscent of
Rackham. BH
C.U. Storytelling
Gloss, Molly. Outside the Gates. Atheneum, 1986. ISBN 0-689-31275-X. 120p. $11.95.
In this quiet, evocative fantasy, Vren is put outside the Gates when his people dis-
R cover that he is "Shadowed," cursed with extrasensory ability. Vren's particular talent
5-8 is communicating with animals; he is taken in by Rusche, an older man cast out as a
child for his gift of weather-working. One day Vren comes home to discover Rusche
missing, and on his quest to find his friend, also discovers many of the other outcasts
gone, enthralled by a wicked spellbinder. The pacing is deliberate but never slow, and
the drama unfolds carefully and subtly. The depiction of the outcasts is powerful:
scorned as children, living in separate solitude in the great forest, afraid to trust others
like themselves. It is, ironically, through the spellbinder that they learn, like Rusche and
Vren, to trust and love. RS
D.V. Friendship values
Gondosch, Linda. The Witches of Hopper Street; illus. by Helen Cogancherry. Lodestar, 1986.
ISBN 0-525-67178-1. 118p. $11.95.
All the right ingredients are in this brew-witches, secret spells, classroom plotting
M and pratfalls-but nothing quite blends. Kelly, Jennifer, and Adelaide aren't invited to
4-6 snooty Rae Jean's Halloween party, so they decide to become witches and stir up
trouble. They plant notes ("May the poison plague be upon all who go to Rae Jean's
Halloween Party"), make a voodoo doll, and apply the evil eye. The story never gets
scary (despite hints that Rae Jean's mother is a real witch), and the humor is forced,
relying on improbable plot twists and character motivations. While this lacks the depth
of Konigsburg's Jennifer, Hecate ... , and the slapstick charm of Blume's middle-grade
fiction, it may please the perennial audience for "stories about girls who have a secret
club," and those readers will find the book easy and entertaining, if forgettable. RS
D.V. Imaginative powers
Greene, Yvonne. Kelly Blake, Discovered! ISBN 0-553-25638-6.
Kelly Blake, Rising Star. ISBN 0-553-25639-4.
Both books are Bantam, 1986; (Teen Model); Paper, $2.50; Reviewed from galleys.
Kelly Blake, 16, achieves instant stardom when she is Discovered! by hard-headed
M agent Meg Dorian at a routine promotional make-over held at a local mall. "There,
6-9 near the back of the packed auditorium, framed in a scarf of flame-red silk was the face
she was looking for!" It's not all roses, though: all those tiresome trips into New York,
missed dates with track star Eric, too-tight shoes. Life isn't easy for a Rising Star,
either, but Kelly does meet handsome, sensitive, misunderstood Alex: "I can't help the
way I've been raised. I didn't ask to be born rich and overprotected." These are glitzy,
predictable, and dumb, but Greene writes smoothly, with a veneer of sophistication,
integrating a lot of information on the modeling scene. RS
C.U. Vocational guidance--fashion modeling
Grimm, Jakob Ludwig Karl. Rumpelstiltskin; ad. and illus. by Paul O. Zelinsky. Dutton, 1986.
ISBN 0-525-44265-0. 37p. $12.95.
Oil paintings rich in Italian Renaissance style, setting, and costume unfold the
Grimms' second-edition-and most familiar-version of this strange tale of greed com-
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R pounded and, finally, confounded. Most of the colors are highlighted or dominated by
4-8 variants of gold except for the sudden darkness of a servant's escapade into the night-
yrs. time world of Rumpelstiltskin's fiery chant revealing his name. The characters here are
* preeminently graceful, from the beautiful miller's daughter to her cold, elegant king
and the spidery little man who demands her first child in payment for spinning straw
into gold. Zelinsky has caught the human complexity represented in fairy tales and
layered it visually into an absorbing book. A note on the story is appended. BH
Hahn, Mary Downing. Wait Till Helen Comes: A Ghost Story. Houghton/Clarion, 1986. ISBN
0-89919-453-2. $12.95. Reviewed from galleys.
" 'Helen Elizabeth Harper,' she whispered. 'My friend and your enemy.' " No one in
R the family but 12-year-old Molly believes that Helen is more than Heather's imaginary
5-8 playmate. Ever since their parents married, 7-year-old Heather has made life miserable
for Molly and her brother Michael. Now her whining, sulking, and lying have taken a
dark turn, as she threatens the others with retribution from the ghostly Helen. This
junior gothic is genuinely scary, complete with dark secrets from the past, unsettled
graves, and a very real ghost. The family relations, heightened and intensified by the
supernatural goings-on, are real too: the squabbling among step-siblings, and a pair of
artist/bohemian parents who don't pay quite enough attention to their children ("Oh,
for heaven's sake, Michael! You're ten years old. Act like it!"). Although the ending
has a pat psychological twist, it is still satisfying. Hahn writes with an easy, practiced
style, building suspense naturally and effectively. Spooky and alluring cover art will
attract readers, and they won't be disappointed. RS
D.V. Brother-sister relations; Stepparents, adjustment to
Hartley, Deborah. Up North in Winter; illus. by Lydia Dabcovich. Dutton, 1986. ISBN
0-525-44268-5. 26p. $11.95.
A comfortably dressed father and son's emergence from an apartment building to
R walk their dog sets off this story that the father tells about his father, who, in the winter
4-6 of 1911, when hard times were at their worst, missed his weekend train home from the
yrs. job he worked to keep his family alive. Walking six miles home across a frozen lake on a
bitter cold night, he finds a fox's body, not yet cold, and wraps it around his neck. It
wards off the wind and inspires him to dream of the money its prime pelt will bring. But
when he arrives safely home and sets the fox down, it runs away in the snow, body heat
recovered. This is one of those family stories that replaces nostalgia with immediacy. It
is rhythmically punctuated with the father's pithy sayings that he heard from his father,
and when the storyteller and his son walk back into their lighted building with a load of
groceries, the reader gets a real sense of connection between different times and lives.
The paintings, dominated by snowy twilight grays and sweeping prairie lines, also blend
the real and unreal in a suspended story-time space. Color and detail are both spare
enough to count when they appear, as in the fox' vivid fur. This should spur adults
reading aloud to share a few family recollections of their own. BH
D.V. Perseverance
Henkes, Kevin. A Weekend with Wendell; written and illus. by Kevin Henkes. Greenwillow,
1986. Library ed. ISBN 0-688-06326-8; Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-06325-X. 30p. Library ed.
$11.88; Trade ed. $11.75.
This story of mischievous mouse-boy Wendell, parked over the weekend with mouse-
R girl Sophie's parents while his own are out of town, sounds as if the author has been
4-7 eavesdropping on children at play. "So they played house and Wendell made the rules.
yrs. He was the father, the mother, and the five children. Sophie was the dog,... When they
pretended they worked in a bakery, Wendell was the baker and Sophie was a sweet roll."
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Wendell doesn't get any easier to live with; he leaves Sophie's crayons on the porch to
melt, fingerpaints with peanut butter and jelly, and gives Sophie a new hairdo with
shaving cream. Finally the silent Sophie fights back with a hose, and the two make
friends-just before Sophie's relieved parents call him in to go home. The soft, neatly
framed watercolors complement the funny text with the characters' expressive faces and
postures, extending the story without overwhelming it. This is a hilarious read-aloud
and could prove a turning point in the life of a bossy child-or a mousy one. BH
D.V. Friendship values
Hirsch, Marilyn, ad. Joseph Who Loved the Sabbath; illus. by Devis Grebu. Viking, 1986. ISBN
0-670-81194-7. 28p. $10.95.
A Jewish folktale contrasts a poor man, Joseph, who buys only the best for celebrat-
R ing the Sabbath, to the rich landowner, Sorab, who sneers at Joseph's wasting his hard-
4-7 won wages on such nonsense. When Sorab is visited by a dream warning him that
yrs. Joseph will inherit everything he has, he sells his lands, buys a ruby, and sets out on a
voyage. But in a twist of fate common as a folk motif, he is lost at sea and the ruby
swallowed by a fish that Joseph subsequently buys for his Sabbath meal. Thus Joseph
buys all of Sorab's lands with the ruby and celebrates the Sabbath ever more bounti-
fully. The angular watercolor paintings that accompany this compact retelling are
stylized in design and composition, with Middle Eastern details of setting and costume.
Brief notes on the story and the celebration of the Sabbath are added. A good choice for
contrasting folkloric variants or for story hours with a Jewish theme. BH
C.U. Minority groups
D.V. Religious understanding
Howe, James. When You Go to Kindergarten; illus. with photographs by Betsy Imershein.
Knopf, 1986. Library ed. ISBN 0-394-97303-8; Paper ed. ISBN 0-394-87303-3. 44p.
Library ed. $8.99; Paper ed. $5.95.
In an oversize book, black-and-white photographs of mediocre quality illustrate a
Ad text intended to describe what goes on in a typical kindergarten classroom in a way that
3-5 will encourage as it informs. The text is simply written, only occasionally making a
yrs. statement that may fail to soothe; for example, "Name tags will help everyone learn
each other's names." (What if you can't read?) Or, referring to the pledge of allegiance,
"The teacher will help those children who don't know all the words." (How many
beginning kindergarteners do?) Adequate, but not much different from other books
about starting school at the kindergarten level. ZS
Hurd, Thacher, ad. The Pea Patch Jig; ad. and illus. by Thacher Hurd. Crown, 1986. ISBN
0-517-56307-X. 33p. $10.95.
Baby Mouse can't resist trouble. She takes a nap in a head of lettuce-the head
R Farmer Clem plans to chop for his salad. Tempted by the invitingly round tomatoes,
3-6 Baby climbs into the plant and kicks them, "SPLAT!!!" on the ground-and onto
yrs. Grandfather Mouse's head. But it's Baby's mischief (and her pea-shooter) that saves the
family from a marauding fox. Bright, jazzy, shapes and colors complement this
sprightly ode to vegetables, which concludes with a joyous hoe-down in the moonlight,
the mice dressed up as vegetables, Baby as a bright green pea. RS
Jane, Pamela Noelle of the Nutcracker; illus. by Jan Brett. Houghton, 1986. ISBN 0-395-39969-6.
61p. $10.95.
This is a story of girl meets doll, but though it's love at first sight for second-grader
Ilyana Ingram, Noelle the doll wants only to become a great ballerina. Through a series
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Ad of slightly improbably circumstances, Noelle does appear in a performance of the Nut-
3-5 cracker, is subsequently replaced by an antique doll, and put away in storage, where she
has time to meditate on the true value of being loved by a child. Meanwhile, Ilyana
appears in her Christmas pageant dressed as the doll and wins the attention of the ballet
company prop man who bought Noelle in the first place (for $185) and who now sees to
it that Ilyana gets Noelle for Christmas. A rich, spoiled-brat rival whose father is on the
ballet company board provides the tension, since she is determined to add Noelle to her
huge (and uncared for) collection. The elements of plot and character here are all stock
devices, but the intended audience will easily succomb to the built-in, combined appeals
of dolls, ballet, and Christmas. The book is attractively designed for independent
readers in transition from picture books to read-alone fiction, though this could be
shared aloud to good holiday effect. The black-and-white line-and-wash illustrations
are delicately shaded and detailed. BH
C.U. Christmas-stories
D.V. Love for toy
Klein, Norma. Going Backwards. Scholastic, 1986. ISBN 0-590-40328-1. $12.95. Reviewed from
galleys.
Norma Klein's novels are always candid, occasionally humorous, often provocative,
R and clearly written in the belief that children ought to have exposure to those problems
7-10 they encounter (personally or vicariously) in real life. Here, although some minor
themes are interwoven, she gives a vivid picture of a family's reaction to the deteriora-
tion of personality caused by Alzheimer's disease, to the conflict for the adolescent nar-
rator between his emergent sexuality and his self-deprecating shyness, and to the
intricacy of familial relations that extend, within Charles Goldberg's family, to the
black housekeeper. The end of the story seems rushed by compression, but it is a story
with good style and pace, convincing characterization and dialogue, and issues of
interest to young adults. ZS
D.V. Boy-girl relations; Family relations
Kuskin, Karla. The Dallas Titans Get Ready for Bed; illus. by Marc Simont. Harper, 1986.
Library ed. ISBN 0-06-023563-2; Trade ed. ISBN 0-06-023562-4. 43p. Library ed.
$11.89; Trade ed. $11.95.
Even more fun than the pair's The Philharmonic Gets Dressed, this reverses the pro-
R cess, taking the Dallas Titans football team off the field, into the locker room and
K-3 shower, and finally home to bed. As forty-five players undress, Kuskin and Simont
* reveal an enormous amount of information about the game and gear, providing at the
same time a sophisticated counting book: "Ten men wear silky gloves. These make it
easier to hold on to the ball with sweaty hands. Four of them wear just one glove.
Twelve of the gloves land on the floor. One flies into a laundry bin. Three are lost for-
ever." Several small dramas are also going on, and readers can get involved in looking
for Number Fifty-Three Zelinka's little brother, and the coach's lucky hat. Kuskin's
text throughout is a poetic, energetic romp, and Simon's robust pictures of the big,
round players (in the shower they look like "small wet whales") and the glorious
upheaval of the locker room are a perfect match. RS
Lasker, Joe. A Tournament of Knights; written and illus. by Joe Lasker. Crowell, 1986. Library
ed. ISBN 0-690-04542-5; Trade ed. ISBN 0-690-04541-7. 32p. Library ed. $12.89; Trade
ed. $12.95.
In a book as well-illustrated as his Merry Ever After: The Story of Two Medieval
R Weddings, but of more general interest to children, Lasker describes a medieval tourna-
1-3 ment, from the pronouncement and tent raisings, to the gathering of knights and testing
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of noble-born in melee and joust. Lasker makes it clear that these duels were violent and
costly-often the loser became a prisoner who had to ransom his horse, arms, and
armor, perhaps even land. The story here is of a young lord who must defend his
father's barony against an experienced knight errant; in the end, the older man loses
because of the sun's heating his suit of armor as much as his young opponent's skill.
The story is heavily weighted as a vehicle for information, but it serves its purpose, and
the watercolor paintings are bright-hued and action-packed. An apt companion to
Aliki's Medieval Feast, this gives brief but vivid insight into an imagination-stirring
aspect of history. BH
C.U. Middle Ages (unit)
Levinson, Riki. I Go with My Family to Grandma's; illus. by Diane Goode. Dutton, 1986. ISBN
0-525-44261-8. 29p. $10.95.
This "collective narrative" relates, in the words of five girl cousins, how each makes
Ad the trip from a different part of New York City to gather at Grandma's house. Millie,
4-6 who lives in Manhatten, goes with her family on a red and yellow bicycle built for two;
yrs. Bella, from Brooklyn, goes on a golden yellow trolley; Carrie, from Queens, goes in
Papa's white wagon; Beatie from the Bronx goes on a dark blue train and a dark green
train; Stella, from Staten Island, goes on a red and white ferry. Meanwhile, as the clan
gathers, Grandma's begins to look like Grand Central Station, crowded with energetic
children and frazzled adults. There's no information as to whether these characters are
related to the family in Watch the Stars Come Out by the same author and illustrator,
although red-haired offspring seem to crop up frequently in both books. There's also no
indication for the young viewer as to time period; adults will have to translate the
Edwardian costumes and historical cityscapes into background explanation as they read
aloud. The format and art work-finely shaded color-pencil scenes-are livelier in tone
and color than the somber spreads of the previous title, which depicted a difficult
voyage to America. But the text here is less well-focused into a story line of interest to
the intended audience. BH
C.U. History-Pictorial presentation
D.V. Family relations
Little, Jean. Lost and Found; illus. by Leoung O'Young. Viking, 1986. ISBN 0-670-80835-0.
82p. $9.95.
Basically, this is an old plot: child meets/loves/ loses a pet.. .and finds another to
R love. Lucy, who has just moved to a new town, finds comfort in the stray dog that she
3-5 keeps; with a new friend who likes to play detective, Lucy tries to find the dog's former
owners-hoping they'll never turn up. They do. The story, which ends with Lucy
choosing another dog from an animal shelter, is quiet rather than dramatic, but it is
given depth and warmth by the direct style and affectionate aura that are found in so
many of Jean Little's books: simple structurally, the story engages the sympathy of the
reader. ZS
D.V. Adaptibility; Animals, kindness to
Livingston, Myra Cohn. Earth Songs; illus. by Leonard Everett Fisher. Holiday House, 1986.
ISBN 0-8234-0615-6. 32p. $14.95.
Most of the verses in this "earth narrative" echo musically with internal rhyme:
R "Tundra covers me; swamp sodden, dank,/ banked with moss, a soft spongy morass./
3-6 Grassy bogs blanket my soaked crust here./ Sere, barren plains slush through marshes
found/ mounded with sedge on wet, withered ground." Other verses invite the reader to
roam, observe, and explore the variations of terrain, from forest to fossil; one warns
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away volcano watchers. With the monumental, heavily textured paintings Fisher has
characteristically provided as settings for the poetry in this series, the book invites
readers to hold myriad images of Earth in the mind's eye. BH
C.U. Literature-Poetry
Lucas, Barbara. A Close Call. Trade ed. ISBN 0-02-761340-2; Paper ed. ISBN 0-02-759570-6.
Home is Best. Trade ed. ISBN 0-02-761350-X; Paper ed. ISBN 0-02-759580-3.
Sleeping Over. Trade ed. ISBN 0-02-761360-7; Paper ed. ISBN 0-02-759590-0.
All books are illus. by Stella Ormai; Macmillan, 1986; 15p.; Trade ed. $8.95; Paper ed.
$3.95.
These three mini-stories are variously successful. The best, Sleeping Over, addresses a
Ad youngster's discomfiture in a strange bed (despite the fact that "spending the night at
3-5 your house is fun") and concludes with a very funny joke. The frog child, who can't get
yrs. to sleep in the bear's twin bed, on the floor, or in the rocker, finally nods off in a glass
of water ("just like my bed at home"). A Close Call plays on young listeners' recogni-
tion of each creature's natural functions, as Pink Piggy leaves his mud hole to sink (and
almost drown) in Goosey Dear's pond, then wonders "if it's hard to fly." Home is Best
depends too much on childish ignorance; Bitty Bear, in trying to figure out how far
away from home is too far (a place his mother has forbidden him to go), goes too far
and is retrieved just in time, as a mouse concludes with the homily, "far and away,
home is best." The watercolor paintings in these small formats range from clear and
strong-lined in Sleeping Over to somewhat cutesy in Home is Best, but the drafting and
coloration is consistent in all three. BH
Lukes, Bonnie L. How to be a Reasonably Thin Teenage Girl Without Starving, Losing Your
Friends or Running A way from Home; illus. by Carol Nicklaus. Atheneum, 1986. ISBN
0-689-31269-5. $12.95. Reviewed from galleys.
Although the author's conscious effort to keep this light and readable sometimes
R results in a smartaleck tone, she also gives good advice on how to lose weight and keep
6-10 it off. Eschewing any and all false promises and fad diets, she warns readers that they
will not be able to eat everything they want and they will be hungry sometimes. But the
inevitable logic of her calorie-counting scheme and the psychological tips she offers to
help pursue it ("Ten things to do when you're starving and it's still two hours until
dinner") are realistic and encouraging. The first appendix charts a typical eating day of
two contrasting teenagers-one fat, the other thin-and a second appendix lists
important food groups and low calorie snacks. BH
C.U. Physical education
D.V. Self-care; self-improvement
McNulty, Faith. Peeping in the Shell: A Whooping Crane is Hatched; illus. by Irene Brady.
Harper, 1986. Library ed. ISBN 0-06-024135-7; Trade ed. ISBN 0-06-024134-9. 60p.
Library ed. $10.89; Trade ed. $10.95.
A five-part narrative introduces readers to the characteristics and plight of the
R whooping crane and describes scientists' efforts to save this endangered species. Most of
2-5 the book focuses on ornithologist George Archibald and his "courtship" of whooping
crane Tex, imprinted by a human. After artificial insemination, Tex does lay an egg,
whose hatching the author witnesses and describes with immediacy. The long, complex
life-and-death struggle to free itself from the shell makes the emergence of the chick a
priceless gift, which will impress young readers more than any statistics on the status of
disappearing wildlife. Brady's soft pencil drawings, generously distributed throughout
an open format, lend grace to the text. A fine read-aloud for primary-grade science
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units as well as an unusual resource for independent readers. BH
C.U. Nature study
Mahy, Margaret. Aliens in the Family. Scholastic, 1986. ISBN 0-590-40320-6. 174p. $12.95.
In a science fantasy set in New Zealand, Jacqueline (Jake) Raven comes to visit her
Ad father and the family he's acquired with a second marriage. His wife, Philippa, is fine,
5-7 and her son Lewis isn't bad, but her daughter Dora is the ultra-feminine type Jake
despises. What finally draws them together is the protective circle they feel they must
draw around Bond, an extraterrestrial visitor whose identity must be hidden from their
parents and whose time-travel project is threatened by the evil forces who pursue him.
This is competently written but its pace is slow and its structure more dependent upon
contrivance than is usually true of Mahy's fantasy. ZS
D.V. Friendship values; Stepsister, adjustment to
Meltzer, Milton. Winnie Mandela: The Soul of South Africa; illus. by Stephen Marchesi. Viking,
1986. ISBN 0-670-81249-X. (Women of Our Time) $9.95. Reviewed from galleys.
A biographical essay that accords the subject a justified measure of admiration
R without becoming adulatory, this traces Winnie Mandela's life story with just enough
5-8 factual background on the South African apartheid situation to provide structure. Her
commitment to freedom from oppression for Blacks, both through her own work and
her efforts on behalf of her husband Nelson, are compacted into a brief but readable
form, with quotations personalizing the factual information. BH
D.V. Courage; International understanding
Merriam, Eve. Fresh Paint; illus. by David Frampton. Macmillan, 1986. ISBN 0-02-766860-6.
42p. $11.95.
Some of the best writing Merriam has done surfaces in these 45 poems, which achieve
R a light, effortless tone with echoes of meaning. The title poem, "Fresh Paint," sets the
4-7 pace with fresh images of color blended into an invitation: "... and look/ how the word
don't is painted out/ so the sign reads/ touch." "A New Pencil" subtly sketches the
portrait of an immigrant grandmother; "Flying for the First Time" catches the thrill of
an airplane ride with a comparison to swimming in the sea. Some of these-"New
Love," "Skip Rope Rhyme for Our Time" (about junk mail), and "Artichoke"--reach
toward an older awareness than the audience implied by the format, which is delicately
decorated with small woodcuts. On the whole, however, the language is simple and
ideas lyrical. BH
C.U. Literature-poetry
Murphy, Joseph E. Adventure Beyond the Clouds: How We Climbed China's Highest Mountain-
and Survived! Dillon, 1986. ISBN 0-87518-330-1. 136p. illus. with photographs. $12.95.
Although there is not much literature on mountain climbing, and this does contain
M factual information in context of a documentary, the details of the author's expedition
5-8 to the top of Gongga Shan in China seem unnecessarily repetitive. Over and over, he
refers to the deaths and injuries of other climbers daring this mountain. The experience
of this team (1982) comes through vividly in some parts, as in the summit team's
dispirited state in a makeshift shelter before their final ascent. Often, however, transi-
tions are abrupt, and the conditions so threatening as to completely overwhelm the brief
explanation of why the group risks their lives for what emerges as minimum pleasure
and maximum risk. With color photographs, a "Note for Young Climbers" on
mountaineering schools, a "Gongga Shan Time Line" of dates strategic to the expedi-
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tion, glossary, list of four titles for further reading, and index. BH
C.U. Physical education
National Geographic Society. The Secret World of Animals. National Geographic, 1986. Library
ed. ISBN 0-87044-508-4; Trade ed. ISBN 0-87044-575-8. 104p. illus. with photographs.
(Books for World Explorers) Library ed. $8.50; Trade ed. $6.95.
In an oversize book that is profusely illustrated with color photographs and diagrams,
Ad most of the latter and some of the former are cutaway pictures of the nests, burrows, or
4-6 nurseries of many species of animal life. The format is irregular, with variation in col-
umn placement and page design; the result is less interesting than cluttered. Information
about habits and habitats is accurate, but the material is easily available elsewhere. The
writing style is adequate, weakened by a tendency to cuteness: "Tsk, tsk. Two pairs of
curved tusks..." or "You wouldn't want to approach a warthog's burrow.... " A
bibliography and an index are provided. ZS
C.U. Zoology
Nixon, Joan Lowery. The Other Side of Dark. Delacorte, 1986. ISBN 0-385-29481-6. $14.95.
Reviewed from galleys.
Seventeen-year-old Stacy tells her own story of waking up in the hospital from a four-
R year coma and adjusting to the fact that her mother was killed by the same person who
7-10 shot her and whose face swims just beyond her recollection. When the papers broadcast
the possibility that she may remember her assailant, he begins to stalk her. Nixon plants
several possible suspects along the way to sustain suspense while developing Stacy's
difficulties with a changed body, family, and world. It is only at the end that the plot
begins to strain credibility as the drug-crazed killer escapes from hospital security and
finds himself, because of Stacy's quick thinking, at her mercy. There's a love story with
an undercover detective along the way, and teenage readers will find the combination of
romance and mystery a good escape route from their weightier concerns. BH
D.V. Death, adjustment to
Norman, Howard. The Owl-Scatterer; illus. by Michael McCurdy. Atlantic, 1986. ISBN
0-87113-058-0. 30p. $13.95.
This is an almost comic foil to Eve Bunting's somber story, The Man Who Could Call
Ad Down Owls. In this book, there is the same hermit figure who lives in the woods and
5-7 loves owls, and the same boy-apprentice character who inherits the old man's mystical
yrs. attraction to the birds. But at that, the resemblance stops. The owl scatterer is sum-
moned by the townspeople to empty their village homes and shops of the vast assemblage
of owls that have congregated. At a town meeting run by a pompous mayor, the old
hermit, who has long been jeered for his communion with the birds, whirls his arms into
a hooting wind that sends the owls (and everything else in the room) flying. It's an odd
story, not quite convincing as either fantasy or realism; it has more the ring of legend,
with logic slightly awry (how did the owls get inside with the doors closed?). The wood
engravings that face each page of text are clean-lined and witty, with balanced contrasts
of vertical and horizontal movement in the compositions and with birds, people, and
setting sharply defined. BH
Oechsli, Kelly. Mice at Bat; written and illus. by Kelly Oechsli. Harper, 1986. Library ed. ISBN
0-06-024624-3; Trade ed. ISBN 0-06-024623-5. 64p. (An I Can Read Book) Library ed.
$9.89; Trade ed. $8.95.
A light-hearted book for beginning independent readers combines the appeals of
baseball, mice, humor, and action in a story that has blithe exaggeration. When a base-
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R ball team (mice) is challenged by their traditional rivals (also mice) they practice indus-
1-2 triously for the big game. Children should be amused at the device the Mighty Mites use
to counter the other team's inclusion of a home-run-hitting rat, a device that brings in
twelve runs on a single play. The illustrations, line drawings with wash in shades of
peach and blue, have vitality and humor. ZS
C.U. Reading, beginning
Oneal, Zibby. Grandma Moses: Painter of Rural America; illus. by Donna Ruff and with paint-
ings by Grandma Moses. Viking, 1986. ISBN 0-670-80664-X. (Women of Our Time)
$9.95. Reviewed from galleys.
Another in an excellent series, Oneal's book, like Meltzer's on Winnie Mandella
R (reviewed above), gracefully conveys the central focus of the subject's life and work. In
5-8 this case, the strength and independence of Anna Mary Moses' personality emerge long
before the art for which she became famous. Her country childhood and hard life as a
farm wife simply set the stage for the serving of a talent that had simmered many years.
Oneal's style is graceful and richly spiced with Grandma Moses' own pithy comments.
Illustrated with reproductions that exemplify the succinct descriptions of Moses'
paintings. BH
C.U. Art appreciation
Orgel, Doris. Whiskers, Once and Always; illus. by Carol Newsom. Viking, 1986. ISBN
0-670-80959-4. $9.95. Reviewed from galleys.
In a sequel to Orgel's My War with Mrs. Galloway, Becky has to deal with the death
R of Whiskers, her pet cat, and the anger and guilt she feels afterwards. It doesn't help
2-4 that her mother is dating a veterinarian, whom Becky resents for intruding and for not
saving her cat's life. She misses her own father, and it is only the art supplies he sends
he, along with a talk from a supportive school principal, that enables her to resolve her
conflicts in a picture she draws for herself and her mother. The plot is well focused with-
out being insistent, the writing is easy-going, the characters well drawn. With the built-in
animal appeal, this is a real find for "in-between" readers just ready for a first novel. BH
D.V. Death, adjustment to; Mother-daughter relations
Overton, Jenny. The Ship from Simnel Street. Greenwillow, 1986. ISBN 0-688-06182-6. 144p.
$10.25.
A novel about an English family is set in the time of the Peninsular War. Polly Oliver
R runs away from home to find the soldier she loves, her father Jonathan goes after her,
6-9 and it is up to young Skey and her mother to keep the family bakery going with the help of
a knowledgeable manager and his loyal staff. The writing has convincing details of period
and place (a small coastal town-not London, as the cataloging-in-publication informa-
tion erroneously states) and a felicitous consistency of appropriate speech patterns. The
characterization is not deep but it, too, is consistent and believable. The structure is
adequate, the development slowed by two devices that may be interesting to some readers
or seem tedious to others: detailed descriptions of recipes and procedures used in the
Olivers' bakery, and frequent interpolations of the words of English folksongs. ZS
D.V. Family relations
Parish, Peggy. Merry Christmas, Amelia Bedelica illus, by Lynn Sweat. Greenwillow, 1986.
Library ed. ISBN 0-688-06102-8; Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-06101-X. 61p. Library ed. $10.88;
Trade ed. $10.25.
You would think Mrs. Rogers would know by now not to tell Amelia Bedelia to trim the
tree or stuff the stockings. Just as well, though, as children can't get enough of the
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R literal-minded maid and will laugh themselves silly at the shorn tree ("Maybe it was too
1-3 fat") and the stockings stuffed with turkey dressing and "hung" so the fireplace
resembles a gallows. And, although the "date" cake seems a little funny, Amelia
Bedelia's spice cake tastes just fine, sending everyone (especially Aunt Myra, who
reveres Amelia's mistakes as pure poetry) back for seconds. Sweat's full-color paintings
nicely give the punchlines to the dead-pan text. RS
C.U. Language Arts
Pringle, Laurence P. Throwing Things A way: From Middens to Resource Recovery; written and
illus. with photographs by Laurence P. Pringle. Crowell, 1986. Library ed. ISBN
0-690-04421-6; Trade ed. ISBN 0-690-04420-8. Library ed. $12.89; Trade ed. $12.95.
Reviewed from galleys.
Taking a sobering look at the problems of landfill sites and garbage dumps, Pringle
Ad describes the problems (increasing) of health hazards, pollution by seepage and toxic
6-8 wastes, and environmental disturbance. He looks at the solutions that have been tried
(some success but not yet adequate in coping with the problems) and at some of the legal
and ethical issues raised by such aspects of our wasteful society as the impact on animal
predators, the effects of their changed behavior, the assignment of responsibility when
there is environmental or personal damage, or the individual's role in conservation,
disposal, and recycling programs. The writing is a bit dry, the material a bit repetitive,
but on the whole this is a useful book on a subject that should be of universal concern,
and it is written with clarity and precision. The bibliography, comprising a few books
and many articles, lists only materials written for adults, and some of the entries
(journal articles, unpublished conference proceedings) may not be easily available. ZS
C.U. Social studies
Ride, Sally. To Space and Back; written by Sally Ride with Susan Okie. Lothrop, 1986. ISBN
0-688-06159-1. 96p. illus. with photographs. $14.95.
An engrossing account of a space journey, from blastoff to landing, gives intimate,
R you-are-there details of adjusting to weightlessness, preparing and eating meals, going
3-6 to the bathroom, sleeping, washing, dressing, and working on scientific projects or up-
keep technology on board the shuttle. Ride gives plenty of examples from her own
experience but keeps the focus generalized enough to be broadly informative. Large-size
color photographs by her and other astronauts are abundant and commanding; they
range in tone, with crew members sleeping side by side-one right side up, the other
upside down-or maneuvering outside the shuttle in jetpacks, or playing with their
floating food. A personal approach to what too often seems too far away, this will
inspire young readers with the heights of adventure to which an interest in science can
take ordinary people like themselves. BH
C.U. Science
Robertson, Keith. Henry Reed's Think Tank. Viking, 1986. ISBN 0-670-80968-3. $11.95.
Reviewed from galleys.
It's been sixteen years since Henry's last appearance, but aside from a few contem-
R porary touches (word processors, cordless telephones), things haven't changed much in
4-7 Grover's Corer. Henry and best friend Midge handle all kinds of problems with their
summer think tank: a girl's too-small allowance, a pair of twins whose mother serves
nothing but health food, an unathletic boy who needs to convince his competitive father
that he is good at something. Their solutions are always ingenious and are accompanied
by much mayhem and slapstick along the way. Henry's narration is as brisk and self-
confident as ever, and Midge just as agile at keeping her bossy friend in his place. RS
D.V. Ingenuity; Perseverance
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Rosenberg, Maxine B. Living in Two Worlds; illus. with photographs by George Ancona.
Lothrop, 1986. Library ed. ISBN 0-688-06279-2; Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-06278-4. 44p.
Library ed. $10.88; Trade ed. $10.25.
The focus of this photodocumentary is on children of biracial parents, the features
R they inherit from their respective genetic pools, the sometimes awkward position this
1-4 puts them in socially, the strengths represented by the diversity of their worlds. Several
families are spotlighted, including racial mixes of white, black, Chinese, and Asian
Indian, along with Jewish and Christian heritages. The photographs are candid and
friendly, as is the text, in which occasional quotes show the children as fairly com-
fortable with the polarities in their lives. A good selection for family and class discus-
sion. BH
C.U. Family life (unit)
D.V. Intercultural understanding
Savage, Deborah. A Rumor of Otters. Collins/Houghton, 1986. ISBN 0-395-41186-6. 159p.
$12.95.
This is the story of two concurrent rites of passage: one is 14-year-old Alexa's and the
R other is her 16-year-old brother Tod's. They are equally skilled at the horsemanship
6-9 necessary to rounding up sheep on their New Zealand ranch, but Tod is allowed on the
muster (a "male" trek), and Alexa is not. In anger, she strikes out for her own proving
ground, a hidden lake in a mountain fastness where an old Maori friend (somewhat
overdrawn as the wise native visionary) tells her he has seen an otter, an animal that
rarely appears in New Zealand. The book tarries too long on Alexa's building discon-
tent at home, but once she sets out into the wild, her struggle for physical and emotional
survival is rivetting, as is Tod's journey to find her. The nature of the animals through-
out is as vivid as the personalities of the humans, and the setting itself takes on dramatic
character through clear descriptions. In spite of the book's dense format, good readers
will find themselves absorbed in the textures of the countryside and in Alexa's declara-
tion of independence. BH
D.V. Growing up
Schotter, Roni. Rhoda, Straight and True. Lothrop, 1986. ISBN 0-688-06157-5. $10.25.
Reviewed from galleys.
Set in Brooklyn in 1953, this is a story about the communal life of an urban neighbor-
Ad hood and about the folly of prejudice, especially the ready condemnation of those
4-6 unknown, when a country is at war. Rhoda and the other sixth-grade boys and girls who
are her friends are convinced that Mr. and Mrs. Rose are spies, just as they are con-
vinced that all the members of the large Mancy family are natural enemies. The process
by which Rhoda and, to varying extents, the other children learn to accept those who
seem different (the Mancys, pariahs of the school) and not to make hasty judgments
(the Roses) is convincing, but the clues are occasionally so heavily signalled that it seems
unlikely Rhoda could have missed them. The message is worthy but it tends to over-
shadow the narrative; the writing style and characterization are not notable but are cer-
tainly competent. ZS
D.V. Economic differences, understanding; Friendship values
Schur, Maxine. Hannah Szenes-A Song of Light; illus. by Donna Ruff. Jewish Publication,
1986. ISBN 0-8276-0251-0. 106p. $10.95.
Much sketchier in detail and background information than Atkinson's In Kindling
Ad Flame, and illustrated with pencil sketches rather than photographs, this nevertheless
5-7 may reach a slightly younger audience because of its more compact text. The writing is
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smooth, though occasionally adulatory, and introduces Szenes' poetry and diary entries
along with the narrative and some fictional dialogue. Szenes' story is a heroic one, her
romantic vision in the midst of catastrophe an appealing model for youngsters who have
absorbed The Diary of Anne Frank and want to pursue the subject of young people's
experiences during World War II. Although the research here seems sound, the book
would have benefited from specific documentation, an index, and insertion of crucial
facts (two examples of omission; Hanna's last meeting with her brother in Palestine
before parachuting into Hungary, and the fact that one of her partisan comrades shot
himself in panic after capture-it is implied here that the authorities killed him). BH
C.U. History-World War II, 1939-1945
D.V. Courage
Scuro, Vincent. Wonders of Dairy Cattle. Dodd, 1986. ISBN 0-396-08783-3. 64p. illus. $10.95.
This is a curiously dated presentation, both in its information and its photographs,
M many of which are historical without indication that this is the leaning of the book.
4-6 After a brief introduction ("After Man realized that he could obtain milk from these
beasts as well, he began to capture and tame them"), Scuro catalogues a variety of
breeds, explains the care of dairy cattle and the processing of milk products, and runs
through some famous cows. There is hardcore information to be gotton here, which
would be useful for 4-H reports and so on, and it's not badly organized, but the style is
stilted and the illustrations uneven. BH
C.U. Farm life (unit)
Segel, Elizabeth, comp. Short Takes: A Short Story Collection for Young Readers; illus. by Jos.
A. Smith. Lothrop, 1986. ISBN 0-688-06092-7. 167p. $11.75.
Nine short stories, four of which were published previously, have as a common theme
R a significant change in the life of a young person. The calibre of the selections is high,
6-8 Elaine Konigsburg's "On Sharks Tooth Beach," which was included in Throwing
Shadows (Atheneum, 1979), and Lois Lowry's "Splendor" among the most impressive
for their style and structure. There is one story, reprinted from a language arts text-
book, that seems evocative and intense in feeling but muddy in writing style. Notes on
the contributors are appended. ZS
Simon, Seymour. Stars. Library ed. ISBN 0-688-05856-6; Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-05855-8. 28p.
The Sun. Library ed. ISBN 0-688-05858-2; Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-05857-4. 26p.
Both books are Morrow, 1986; illus.; Library ed. $12.88; Trade ed. $13.00.
These two subjects call upon Simon's greatest gift, which is to inject accurate scien-
R tific information with a sense of wonder. The scope of galaxies requires readers to think
2-4 in trillions-of years, of miles, of stars. Simon manages to impart the facts without
* numbing the brain with an endless string of figures. He exhorts readers to use the space-
ships of their minds to explore the sun and then proceeds with an explanation of exem-
plary clarity describing the size, substance, origin, and movements of the sun, all bol-
stered with the series' characteristically brilliant graphics. The latter range from dia-
grams to photographs to paintings and are spaciously incorporated into the careful
book design. The introduction to the stars is outstanding for its comparisons and com-
pression of material. BH
C.U. Science
Stanley, Diane. Peter the Great; written and illus. by Diane Stanley. Four Winds, 1986. ISBN
0-02-786790-0. 29p. $12.95.
Peter the Great, although a riveting figure, is an unusual choice of subjects for a pic-
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R ture-book biography. However, Stanley has compressed a good deal of complex infor-
2-4 mation into a compact text while managing to convey some sense of Peter's wildly
unique personality and contributions to Russian history. Her illustrations, rhythmical in
coloration and patterning, offer a visual depth that increases the impact of the book
considerably. Except for the inevitable odd generalization or two (". .. the Russians
never could tell one European from another"), this offers an intriguing perspective on a
rare meeting of an implacable force for progress with an immoveable object of tra-
ditional society. BH
C.U. Russia (unit)
Stansfield, Ian. The Legend of the Whale; written and illus. by lan Stansfield. Godine, 1986.
ISBN 0-87923-628-0. 36p. $14.95.
This seems to be a gallery of brilliantly colored, vividly stylized paintings accom-
Ad panied by a rather rambling contemporary myth about the Land of the Three Moons,
5-8 where three whales are announced by "Mungungo, Messenger of the Great Wockatoo,
yrs. Lord of the Universe," to test the good will of the world. In a story complicated with
disparate creatures and events, the whales make their way to the sea with the help of ele-
phants, monkeys, the Timeless Lizard, a bird named Cania, and the Rainbirds from the
Kingdom of the Sun. The moralistic "lesson that strength and gentleness can go hand in
hand," which people will realize in time to stop killing whales and thus save Earth from
destruction by the Great Wockatoo, is balanced by the aesthetic intensity of the art
work, primitive in style, jewel-like in its miniaturization of panoramic landscapes. The
whale theme, a popular subject in schools, may in fact help children through the
vagaries of the story and enable them to absorb the illustrations on their own merit. BH
Suzanne, Jamie. Best Friends. Bantam, 1986. ISBN 0-553-15421-4. 104p. (Sweet Valley Twins)
Paper. $2.50.
This Sweet Valley High spinoff features identical twins Jessica and Elizabeth, but
M here they are presented at a more tender age, entering sixth grade at Sweet Valley Middle
4-7 School. Otherwise, things are pretty much the same: Elizabeth is loving, thoughtful,
and kind (but not above retaliatory mischief); Jessica, a hard-hearted prepubescent
vamp ("When Jessica Wakefield wanted something there was no 'maybe.' There was
only 'yes' "). Like Sweet Valley High books, there's a cliffhanger ending, encouraging
readers to buy Sweet Valley Twins #2, Teacher's Pet. The publisher projects nine vol-
umes in this series; do you suppose we can look forward to Sweet Valley Day Care? Stay
tuned. RS
D.V. Friendship values
Testa, Fulvio. Wof's Favor; written and illus. by Fulvio Testa. Dial, 1986. ISBN 0-8037-0244-2.
27 p. $11.95.
When Porcupine finds a nut she can't crack, she inadvertently begins a chain of
R generosity among the animals. Wolf opens it for her ("Because I admire your courage
4-7 today I will help you"), Porcupine shares the nut with Squirrel, who gives the crumbs to
yrs. Crow, who gets some grapes for Wolf.... The richly-colored full-page illustrations have
a Rousseau flavor, with precisely drawn, stylized animals set against an evocative desert
landscape. Lest all the good cheer prove overwhelming, Testa includes some realistic
touches-Fox says to Chicken, "Because Crow did a favor for me, I've decided to do a
favor for you. I won't eat you-at least not today." RS
D.V. Sharing; Helpfulness
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Thompson, Julian F. A Band of Angels. Scholastic, 1986. ISBN 0-590-33780-7. 294p. $12.95.
Thompson shifts the viewpoint, in separate chapters of this extended fable, from that
M of two federal agents who are hunting the sixteen-year-old who calls himself Jordan
8-12 Paradise, to that of Jordan and the friends he makes after his guardian is hit by a car.
Jordan doesn't know why he and his guardian have been on the run for fourteen years;
the reader does, since the book begins with a brief account of the death of his parents,
who had committed suicide rather than reveal their research on a deadly virus. After a
wandering car trip, the youths camp in the wilderness, where they idealistically make
plans for a world-wide teenage testimonial against nuclear war. Meanwhile, the two
government agents are closing in, one so determined to terminate Jordan (on the suppo-
sition that he knows his parents' secret) that he's ready to finish off all five kids. That's
Eric, a bigot and a killer, who is white and feels superior to his black partner, Sweets,
who is far more intelligent, sympathetic, a hero figure. The conversations among the
teenagers are long and repetitive, with cliched points often the outcome ("Loving is
accepting everything. And everyone, I guess"). The plot itself has some thriller appeal,
in spite of unlikely elements, and there's a love story involved. But both the style and
humor are self-consciously hip, and the messages heavily pervasive. RS
D.V. Boy-girl relations
Tolan, Stephanie S. The Great Skinner Enterprise. Four Winds, 1986. ISBN 0-02-789270-0. 175p.
$11.95.
A sequel to The Great Skinner Strike, in which Mom declares her independence, this
R recounts Dad's parallel midlife crisis of losing his job and starting a family business that
5-9 has serio/comic consequences for his wife and all four children. The business, At Your
Service, involves taking care of chores no one in their affluent neighborhood has time to
do and which, in the long run, the Skinners don't have time to do either. But before
they find that out, franchise, and finally sell their super-successful enterprise, many a
funny scene of chaos and confusion has reined. Ben is discovered to be a computer whiz
in the course of impossible scheduling crises; Rick to have a gift with animals, including
rats and a reticulated python; Marcia to be solidly reliable at walking dogs, until she
tries to walk them all together; and 15-year-old narrator Jenny to have a very nice boy-
friend. Though not quite as goofy, this family parallels the escapades of Cresswell's
Bagthorpe clan, with more colloquial American appeal. BH
D.V. Cooperation; Occupational orientation; Self-expression
Vigna, Judith. Nobody Wants a Nuclear War; written and illus. by Judith Vigna. Whitman, 1986.
ISBN 0-8075-5739-0. 35p. $10.75.
The youngest book so far to address the issue of nuclear war does so simply and as
R hopefully as possible. The narrator and her brother confess their fears to each other and
5-7 build a hideaway in a secret cave in the woods behind their house. After they've stocked
yrs. it with food and water, they rest, feeling snug and safe until their mother startles them
with a flashlight. Over lunch, she discusses briefly the bombing of Hiroshima and her
own trauma as a child hiding during air raid drills. She talks about grownups and
groups working all over the world to prevent nuclear war and finally helps the children
make a banner to photograph and send to the president. The honest warmth of the
mother serves as the best reassurance here, as she promises the children family strength
and love no matter what. If they are not free of fear, at least they are free of facing fear
alone, with the outlet of working toward a world where children can feel safer. Unpre-
tentious in style, under-played in spacious pen-and-wash drawings, this is more than
timely; in its quiet way, it is a brave and effective book. BH.
C.U. Bibliotherapy
D.V. Fear, overcoming; Security
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Voigt, Cynthia. Come a Stranger. Atheneum, 1986. ISBN 0-689-31289-X. $14.95. Reviewed
from galleys.
Less cohesive and involving than Voigt's previous Crisfield novels, this is the story of
M Mina Smiths, the strong black girl readers first met in Dicey's Song. Ever since being the
6-9 only black at an all white ballet camp one summer in Connecticutt, 13-year-old Mina
has been questioning her blackness: straightening her hair, reading "white" books,
playing up to white classmates. The next summer at the camp, she finds none of her
white friends want to room with her (why this wasn't a problem the first summer is not
clear) and that her body has grown too awkward for ballet, prompting the director to
ask her to leave. This seems unrealistic, serving only to illustrate the director's racism;
many of the characters suffer from this kind of one-dimensional stereotyping. Nina's
search for identity takes her to the young married minister, Tamer Shipp (first met as
Bullet's competitor in The Runner), with whom she falls in love. Aware of her love, but
too respectful to embarrass her with it, Tamer talks to Mina about God, racial identity,
his pretty but sad wife, and his pain over the death of Bullet in Vietnam. Their discus-
sions, like the story, raise interesting questions, but are static, overly prolonged, and
occasionally forgotten midstream. Tamer and Mina played dramatic supporting roles in
previous books, but here they are unable to sustain a dull story. RS
D.V. Interracial understanding; Religious understanding
Williams, Linda. The Little Old Lady Who Was Not Afraid of Anything; illus. by Megan Lloyd.
Crowell, 1986. Library ed. ISBN 0-690-04586-7; Trade ed. ISBN 0-690-04584-0. 29p.
Library ed. $11.89; Trade ed. $11.95.
Nicely composed line-and-wash drawings echo both the repetition and the staccato
R quality of the text, a Halloween fantasy that uses refrain and cumulation in traditional
K-2 style. As she walks through the darkening forest, the little old lady meets various pieces
of clothing; "Two shoes go CLOMP, CLOMP. And one pair of pants go WIGGLE,
WIGGLE," the cumulation begins. By the time she encounters a grinning pumpkin
head, the old lady is indeed anxious to get home. The story loses some of its impact with
a soothing ending, but it should prove useful, given the continuing need for new holiday
material. ZS
C.U. Cumulation; Repetition
D.V. Fear, overcoming
Wirths, Claudine G. I Hate School: How to Hang in and When to Drop Out; written by Claudine
G. Wirths and Mary Bowman-Kruhm; illus. by Patti Stren. Crowell, 1986. Library ed.
ISBN 0-690-04558-1; Trade ed. ISBN 0-690-04556-5; Paper ed. ISBN 0-06-446054-1.
Library ed. $11.89; Trade ed. $11.95; Paper ed. $7.95. Reviewed from galleys.
Two education specialists offer advice in a contrived question-and-answer format;
M for example, the imaginary reader asks, in boldface, "How can I get people to quit try-
7-9 ing to make me do my homework?" The answer begins, "The easiest way is to do your
homework!" There is some general advice about application, goals, sources of help,
etc. but most of the book is devoted to advice about study and work habits, tips on
taking tests, or tips on improving reading skills. Well meant, and certainly much of the
advice is sensible, but the tone of solicitous bonhomie rings false; the book begins,
"Who are you? We wish we could ask you this question face to face, because we'd like
to know you better." ZS
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"In an exquisite coming-of-age novel,
Catherine spends several weeks alone
with her father for the first time since
her parents' divorce, and she learns
that the man she always romanticized
is intelligent and charming hut also
desperate ...
Powerful"
N.Y Times Book Review:
"Wit and candor
.... Fox's words do what her story says,
showing that the cadences of small
talk and the concrete images of daily
life hold the intense power of myth.:
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"Cause for
celebration...SHerd subtle use of language and
unique storytelling gifts create a
world so complete and so rich that the
reader hates to leave it....
Music as we only
rarely hear it:
* Starred, School Library
Journal: "Fox is adept at writing
apparently simple stories which on
closer examination prove to explore
the essential meaning of relationships
through carefully chosen incident and
to illuminate our understanding of
the human condition through the
vicissitudes of her characters."
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MAKING AN ISSUE
OF CHILD ABUSE
Political Agenda Setting
for Social Problems
Barbara J. Nelson
This is the absorbing story of how child abuse grew
rapidly from a small, private-sector charity concern
into a multimillion-dollar social welfare issue.
Nelson provides important new perspectives on the
process of public agenda setting and reconstructs
an invaluable history of child abuse policy in
America. While presenting a comprehensive
approach for analyzing how this issue mobilized
public action, she carefully highlights the role child
abuse plays in our larger social agenda.
Cloth $17.50 188 pages
THE MENTAL AND
SOCIAL LIFE OF BABIES
How Parents Create Persons
Kenneth Kaye
Kenneth Kaye proposes a new conception of the
role of parents in early human development.
It is actually adaptive, he asserts, for parents to
act on a falsehood, namely, that the infant is
a communicating partner from birth onward.
"An extraordinarily valuable book... [It] adds
significantly to our appreciation of the foundations
of inner experience in the infant; it reasserts the
crucial role played by parents in the organization of
the self. It deserves a wide readership, and I think it
will become a classic in the field of parent-child
research." - Paul M. Brinich, International Review
of Psycho-Analysis
Paper $9.95 304 pages
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THE EUROPEAN FAMILY
Patriarchy to Partnership from the
Middle Ages to the Present
Michael Mitterauer and Reinhard Sieder
The stable family remains central to the aspirations
of a majority of people in the West - in spite of the
family's changing forms, functions, and associated
ideals. The authors draw on a wide range of
historical research to examine what these changes
have been, why they have come about, and how
they may affect us in the future. "There are few
general issues in current research on the family that
[the authors] have left untouched and unilluminated
in this superb introduction." - Gerald L. Soliday.
Journal of Family History
Paper $9.95 252 pages
THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO PRESS
5801 South Ellis Avenue Chicago. IL 60637
Steven Kellogg's
BEST
FRIENDS
Can friends disagree and still be friends?
Here's the happy, heartwarming answer!
'""Kellogg's latest picture
book sounds the high and low
notes of friendship, from love to
jealousy...with a sure, light touch
that never falters....The exuberant
illustrations, with their lively,
imaginative, and often witty details,
amplify the text."-Booklist
(starred review)
"Appealingly bright and magical."
-School Library Journal
"The best of Kellogg....A book
of warm, understanding rela-
tionships."-Children's Book
Review Service
"The story's concerns are truly
childlike...the illustrations filled
with warmth and humor."
-Publishers Weekly
"Younger readers will like this
reassuring story."
-Kirkus Reviews
Full color / Ages 4-8 / Tr ed. 0-8037-0099-7, $1295 / Lib. ed. 0-8037-0101-2, $1289
Dial Books for Young Readers
2 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10016
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Boys
& Girls
Superheroes in the Doll Comer
Vivian Gussin Paley
Foreword by Philip W. Jackson
Ottering lessons for parents and teachers, Palev recreates a
year in her kindergarten classroom in which she explores the
differences in the ways boys and girls play and fantasize. She
concludes that gender differences are real; the problem is
how teachers respond to them.
Cloth $12.50 128 pages
The University of l1HI•ALGU Press
5801 South Ellis Avenue, Chicago, IL60637
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* Reviews of the best children's books published
* Articles about children's books by authors, illustrators, and critics
* Columns by leading professionals which explore children's books from
every perspective
* News of children's book awards. conferences. and book-related products
* Advertising which alerts you to a publisher's most important children's titles
What's in a Horn Book'? All a librarian needs to know about children's books.
Special price for first-time subscribers: $24.00
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To order any of the items listed below, please write directly to the publisher of the item, not
to the Bulletin of the Center for Children's Books.
Beilke, Patricia F., and Sciara, Frank J. Selecting Material for and about Hispanic and East
Asian Children and Young People. Shoe String Press, 1986. 192p. $24.00+$1.50 for
postage and handling. Write to Shoe String Press; 925 Sherman Ave.; Hamden, CT
06514.
Brown, Marcia. Lotus Seeds: Children, Pictures, and Books. Scribner's, 1986. 216p. $13.95.
Children's Books: Awards and Prizes. 1985 ed. Comp. and ed. by The Children's Book
Council. Children's Book Council, 1986. 276p. $50.00.
Elleman, Barbara. Popular Reading for Children II: A Collection of Booklist Titles. Ameri-
can Library Association, 1986. 49p. $5.00.
Fisher, Margery. Margery Fisher Recommends Classics for Children and Young People: A
Signal Bookguide. Thimble Press, 1986. 80p. $7.00. Write to: Thimble Press; Lock-
wood Station Road; South Woodchester; Stroud, Glos.; GLS 5 EQ, England.
La Faille, Eugene. "Nuclear War: Vision of the Apocalypse in Books and Films." VOYA,
April, 1986.
Lynch-Fraser, Diane. Getting Ready to Read: Active Games for Very Young Children. New
American Library/Plume, 1986. 160p. Paper, $6.95.
MacDonald, Margaret Read, ed. Twenty Tellable Tales: Audience Participation Folktales for
the Beginning Storyteller. H.W. Wilson, 1986. 220p. $28.00 U.S. and Canada, $32.00
other countries.
Morrill, Richard L. "School Library Media Programs and Intellectual Freedom: An Examina-
tion of Major Court Cases." School Library Media Quarterly, Winter, 1986.
Paulin, Mary Ann. "The Holocaust: A Bibliography for Grades 6-9." Top of the News,
Spring, 1986.
Rochman, Hazel. "Booktalking Them Off the Shelves." School Library Journal, April, 1986.
Schon, Isabel. "Some of the Best Children's Books from Spanish-Speaking Countries." Top
of the News, Spring, 1986.
Smallwood, Carol, comp. Free Resource Builder for Librarians and Teachers. MacFarland
and Co., 1986. 319p. $15.95.
Wrightson, Patricia. "The Geranium Leaf," Horn Book, March/April, 1986.
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